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At least three
telemedicine
systems are in
operation in parts of
the South: The
Texas Tech HealthNet, in operation
since 1990; the
Medical College of
Georgia system, in
operation since
1991; and the East
Carolina University
system, established
in 1992. Small-scale
pilot operations are
under way in other
southern states,
including South
Carolina where the
University of South
Carolina’s College
of Medicine is
working with
Fairfield County
residents.

If doctors on earth can monitor the health of astronauts in space using sophisticated electronic
equipment, what keeps distant doctors from dealing with the health problems of ordinary
people in much the same way?
That was the question that gave rise to telemedicine. Telemedicine is nothing more than the
use of modern telecommunications and computer technologies to overcome problems of
distance in the diagnosis and treatment of illness. It has moved beyond the experimental stage
to become another tool in health care. Many hope it can help solve the serious health care
problems in rural and remote places.
Although nothing can ever replace the need of doctors to poke, probe, prick, and plumb
patients in the flesh, the potential of telemedicine certainly is exciting. Yet big barriers to its
widespread use stand in the way.
Telecommunications Infrastructure: To realize its full potential, telemedicine requires
access to a wide-band telecommunications
infrastructure capable to transmitting live,
moving pictures of very high resolution. That
infrastructure is expensive. Companies are
making a big investment to put infrastructure
in place, but only where usage will be high and
generate a satisfactory return on capital. That
means most of the infrastructure is in and
around the big metro centers and that such
infrastructure comes slowly, if at all, to rural
communities with sparse populations.
Public and Physician Acceptance:The practice of telemedicine creates an unfamiliar setting for interaction between patient and doctor. Some of the warmth of personal interaction may be lost. It also requires that doctors
acquire new and nontraditional skills in using
telecommunications equipment, something

that few doctors have the time or inclination to
do. Neither patients nor doctors are likely to
opt for telemedicine until they have some
compelling reason to do so.
Reimbursement: Presently, neither the authorities who control Medicare and Medicaid
payments nor many of the big health care
insurance companies will reimburse doctors
and hospitals for consultations provided via
telemedicine. There are a few exceptions, but
since so much of the revenue of the health
care industry comes from these third-party
reimbursements, existing reimbursement policies are a major brake on the use of telemedicine.
Licensure and Legal Liabilities: The move
to telemedicine raises a new set of issues
regarding state licensing of doctors and legal
liabilities regarding malpractice, confidentiali-
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MeasuringAllBenefitsandCosts
This series of
economic briefs
explores fundamental concepts
in economics and
community and
economic development.

After questions were raised
about the size of incentive packages that South Carolina offers
new industry to locate or expand in the state, the General
Assembly passed an act which
requires that benefit-cost analysis be applied to incentive
packages.
Since ordinary citizens may
have legitimate worries that too
much tax revenue is being given away relative to the benefits
that a new industry may bring,

competent practitioners working independently on a benefitcost analysis of the same
project may well emerge with
different estimates of benefits
and costs, with each estimate
arguably plausible. Yet over the
years, certain kinds of standards and rules have emerged
for doing benefit-cost analysis
that are adhered to by all good
practitioners.
One of the most critical of
these standards is called the
with and without
test. The logic of
the test is as follows: one cannot
fairly claim as either benefits or
costs of a particular project those
things, both good
and bad, which
would likely have
happened even if the project
were not undertaken. So to
identify and measure benefits
and costs of a project, one
must first forecast what would
likely have happened without
the project.
For example, suppose a new
industrial plant in South Carolina will create 1,000 new jobs
with total annual wages of $30
million. Is all that $30 million a
net benefit to South Carolina?
Not if some of the workers who
take those new jobs leave other jobs in South Carolina. They
may take the new jobs because
they pay better, but the benefit

Onecannotfairlyclaimas
eitherbenefitsorcoststhings
both good and bad that would
likely have happened even if a
projectwerenotundertaken.
community leaders need to
learn how to read and evaluate
such benefit-cost studies.
Benefit-cost analysis has
been a standard tool of applied
economics for more than half a
century. In its simplest form,
such analysis is nothing more
than an earnest effort to identify and measure all costs and all
benefits that arise from an activity like a new plant opening
and then to compare those total benefits and costs to see
which are higher.
In practice, benefit-cost analysis is an art as much as a
science. Two different sets of

is the increase in their incomes,
not the total new income. We
would need to measure incomes with the new plant and
without the new plant.
Taking our example a step
further, it is likely that existing
South Carolina employers who
lose workers to the new plant
with higher wages will, if the
labor market is tight, have to
pay higher wages to the replacement workers they hire or
spend money on labor saving
capital. The higher wages at
the second plant could be a net
benefit of the new plant, even
though it occurs indirectly. But
so, too, could the higher wages
be a net cost to business in
South Carolina that would need
to be acknowledged on the cost
side of the benefit-cost ledger.
Clearly benefit-cost analysis
can get intensively technical,
and anyone who does not understand the technicalities is
vulnerable to being misled. Lay
citizens trying to make sense of
a benefit-cost analysis should
insist that the assumptions be
made clear and that those assumptions be logically defended. Benefit-cost analyses, applied with seriousness of purpose by competent practitioners can be a useful discipline
in decision making. But unless
a citizen is satisfied about the
assumptions, they might well
treat any particular benefit-cost
analysis as nothing more than
a set of meaningless numbers.
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Tax Expenditures Reduce Tax Revenues,
Subsidize Various Groups and Activities

Closely related to entitlements
as a form of government subsidy for certain groups and
activities is the concept of a
tax expenditure. A tax expenditure is the revenue that the
government loses by either
exempting a group or activity
or by providing a credit or deduction for a particular type of
private spending.
For example, the government may want to encourage
people to make their homes
more energy efficient. One
choice is to subsidize low-income households in insulating their houses, which has in
fact been done. Another way
is to encourage people to do it
for themselves with the extra
incentive of a tax credit for
spending on insulation which
produces a tax expenditure.
Each method has advantages and drawbacks. The
subsidy method targets a particular group, and the cost is
known and up front in the budget. The tax break method is
available to anyone, but is
worth more to individuals and
businesses in higher tax
brackets. The tax credit approach also would mean that
only part of the cost falls on
the government, the rest on
the person or firm rising to the
bait of a tax credit.
So with a tax expenditure,
the government gets more
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bang for its buck. On the other hand, the government
doesn’t know what a program
will cost until tax returns are
filed because tax expenditures are available to anyone
who chooses to take advantage of them. If everyone in
the country went on an insulation binge, it could cost the
government a lot of revenue.
While tax expenditures
don’t show up on the spending side of the state or federal
budget, they have the same
kind of budget impact as an
increase in direct spending.
Any tax expenditure reduces
the tax base and therefore
tax revenue.
In fiscal year 1996, according to the Office of Management and Budget, federal tax
expenditures will account for
$407 billion in revenue foregone—more than twice the
amount of the budget deficit,
which is estimated to be $144
billion. That loss has to be
made up for somehow, either
by higher income tax rates or
reduced government spending or increases in other taxes.
Like entitlements, tax expenditures are hard to control, even harder than entitlements, because they are less
visible. They tend to stay buried in the tax code until someone digs them out and holds

them up to public display.
Tax expenditures are available to both individuals and
corporations, but much of the
interest recently has been in
tax expenditures (and subsidies) for business firms. In fiscal 1996, direct tax expenditures for corporations (which
does not include small, unincorporated firms) are estimated to be $69 billion. Corporations also benefit indirectly by
tax deductions for employee
fringe benefits and by various
tax breaks for personal saving
and investment, which keep
interest rates low by increasing the pool of funds available
for firms to borrow.
The two largest tax expenditures for corporations are accelerated depreciation and
special tax treatment of foreign source income. Others
include deductions for business meals and entertainment,
tax breaks for research and
development, and special rules
for natural resources such as
oil, gas, and timber.
Among industries that particularly benefit from tax expenditures are those using a
lot of capital; the construction
industry through tax breaks for
individuals that encourage
home ownership; and the insurance industry, which got
special tax breaks amounting
(Cont. p 4)
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See the Fall 1995
issue of the Community Leader’s
Letter for an article
on entitlements.
Federal Tax
Expenditures for
Corporations,
Fiscal 1996
Accelerated depreciation: $28 billion
Foreign source
income: $10 billion
Business meals and
entertainment:
$3.4 billion
Research and
development: $2.8
billion
Special rules for
natural resource
industries like oil,
gas, and timber:
$3.1 billion
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Tax Expenditures . . . . . . .
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to almost $5 billion in the current fiscal year. The total value of business tax expenditures is about 41 percent of
total corporate income taxes
paid.
These tax expenditures
blend with other low-visibility
subsidies such as cheap water in California, token grazing fees and mineral rights
sales on federal lands in the
west, and low-cost subsidized
electric power in the Southeast and West to offer certain
firms, industries, and regions
special advantages over others. Together, tax expenditures and subsidies not only
cost the taxpayer money but
also distort the allocation of
economic resources between
regions, firms, and industries.
The federal government is
not the only player in the tax
expenditure game. The best
known state tax expenditure
is, of course, the property tax
rollbacks or tax forgiveness
offered to new firms as an

incentive to locate in the state.
But there are other, lesser
known provisions that are
costly, many of which are buried in the sales tax, which in
South Carolina exempts such
diverse items as Bibles, college textbooks, and wrapping
paper and twine. States also
compile annual tax expenditure reports. For South Carolina, the 1995-96 tax expenditure report uncovers $3.6

(From p 3)

billion in tax expenditures.
The last few years have
seen a great deal of attention
to entitlements, and rightly so.
But citizens would be remiss
if they do not give equal attention to tax expenditures as a
way to favor certain groups
over others and as a policy
that is costly to everyone who
works hard, pays a fair share
of the tax burden, and expects others to do likewise.

Telemedicine . . . . . . .
ty of medical records, and
equipment reliability. Many
doctors are uncomfortable
with the idea of out-of-state
specialists being able to horn
in on their local practice via
telemedicine. Some states
have passed new laws to restrict the use of telemedicine.
Breakthroughs could and
probably will occur to remove
this legal logjam, but not
quickly and not without some
political battles.
The day when doctors re-
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turn to making house calls,
although doing the calls
electronically, is in sight. But
it will not happen tomorrow,
and probably not within the
next five to ten years. Most
observers believe that the future of telemedicine is in the
hands of the health maintenance organizations (HMOs)
that are now springing up to
offer health care. They alone
seem to have the economic
incentives to grab the new
technology and run with it.
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